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FIS tOUR DE SKI towards the END 
WORLD'S BEST SKIERS TO GATHER IN VAL DI FIEMME

Italy's Val di Fiemme houses FIS Tour de Ski's final stages tomorrow and on Sunday
Great snow conditions and a fantastic show to take place in a few hours
Martin Johnsrud Sundby and Ingvild Flugstad Østberg still in the lead
Several side events to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the World Cup series


The 10th time of the FIS Tour de Ski moves towards the end and Italy's Val di Fiemme looks super ready for the eventual battle. World's best skiers are about to gather and fight hard in the Italian Dolomites, including the two provisional TdS leaders, Martin Johnsrud Sundby and Ingvild Flugstad Østberg plus their compatriots Finn Hågen Krogh (today's winner in Dobbiaco) and Therese Johaug.
Tomorrow's program in Val di Fiemme reads a Women's 10k Mass Start CT event at 12.30 pm followed by the Men's 15k race at 2.30 pm, both inside the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero. The National TV Rai Sport1 will broadcast both races live and so will Eurosport. 
In its history, Val di Fiemme housed all the past editions of the sensational World Cup series, it has hosted 154 World Cup races as a whole, and despite poor snowfalls around the Italian Dolomites this season, the entire area around the XC Stadium is perfectly whitened and so is the Alpe Cermis slope where the Final Climb will take place on Sunday. For any athlete and for the cross country skiing fans, the Final Climb in Val di Fiemme represents the most exciting and tremendous race of the season, something not to be missed at the end of the day, and thousands of people are awaited along the track on Sunday from early in the morning since some entertaining side events such as the Tour del Gusto and the promo event Rampa con i Campioni will be on ahead of the World Cup races. Around 200 people from 13 nations will take part into the 'Rampa'. Fiemme Folk and Fiemme Rock will also entertain everybody tonight and tomorrow night, plus some fireworks and much more not unveiled yet will be ...on track on Sunday evening. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com




